CHANGES TO POSTGRADUATE REGULATIONS AND
POSTGRADUATE CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES FOR THE
2020/21 ACADEMIC YEAR:
1.

Your degree award will be determined by the best performance achieved in at least half
of your degree. This means that Distinction grades will be required in courses for at least
half of your degree in order for you to achieve an overall Distinction; or, Merit grades (or
higher) are required in courses for at least half of your degree in order for you to achieve
an overall Merit. It will remain the case in 2020/21 that all awards will be subject to the
application of Department Local rules which may set out additional criteria in order to be
awarded an overall Distinction or Merit. These local rules are published in the School
Calendar.

2.

If you fail a course and need to resit, your overall degree classification will no longer
automatically be capped at an overall Pass. Under the revised Classification Scheme
only the individual course grade at resit will be capped at Pass for the purpose of degree
classification and the mark achieved at resit will be capped at 50 in the calculation of any
aggregate for the purpose of degree classification. Therefore, if you need to resit a failed
exam or resubmit failed coursework it is still possible to achieve an overall Distinction or
Merit if you have achieved high enough marks in other non-failed courses.

3.

It is possible for you to fail up to one unit and still be awarded a degree if you have
achieved enough marks to ‘compensate’ the fail mark in other non-failed courses. In such
instances you would be offered the choice of either accepting the award of the degree at
that point (subject to penalty rules noted below) or resitting at the next available
opportunity with the marks achieved at resit superseding your earlier failed mark(s). If
you are compensated and could still achieve an overall Distinction or Merit your overall
award would drop down one classification. If you could only be awarded an overall Pass
your overall award would not be impacted.

3.

The following penalty rules will remain the same in 2020/21:
a.
b.
c.
d.

5.

Each Department has a specific ‘Bad Fail’ mark of 19, 29 or 39 for all its courses;
The grade of ‘Bad Fail’ is used to indicate when a fail mark cannot be compensated
by other marks and must be resat;
If you receive a ‘Bad Fail’ mark you must resit if you have attempts remaining;
It is not possible to receive a degree with an unredeemed ‘Bad Fail’ mark.

If you have to resit after receiving one or more ‘Bad Fail’ marks and can be awarded an
overall Distinction or Merit after resitting, your overall degree result would drop down one
classification. If you could only be awarded an overall Pass at resit, your degree result
would not be impacted.
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